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ABSTRACT

Background A better understanding of sociodemographic transition patterns between single, dual and poly tobacco product use may help improve tobacco control policy interventions.

Methods HRs of transition between never, non-current (no past 30-day use), cigarette, e-cigarette, other combustible, smokeless tobacco (SIT), dual and poly tobacco use states in adults were estimated for age, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income using a multistate model for waves 1–4 of the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health study (2013–2017), a US-based cohort study, accounting for complex survey design.

Results Sole cigarette and SIT use were persistent, with 77% and 78% of adults continuing use after one wave. Other use states were more transient, with 29%–48% of adults reporting the same pattern after one wave. If single-product users transitioned, it was most likely to non-current use while dual or poly cigarette users were most likely to transition to exclusive cigarette use. Males were more likely than females to initiate combustible product use after a history of no use, and after a period of tobacco use cessation. Hispanic and non-Hispanic black participants initiated cigarette use at higher rates than non-Hispanic white participants, and had higher rates of experimentation with tobacco products between study waves. Lower socioeconomic status was associated with higher rates of transition into combustible tobacco use.

Conclusions Dual and poly tobacco use is largely transient, while single-use patterns are more stable over time. Transitions differ by age, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income, which may influence the impact of current and future tobacco control efforts.

INTRODUCTION

Although cigarette smoking prevalence has nearly halved in the past 50 years, tobacco use remains the leading preventable cause of disease and premature death in the USA and globally.1 2 In recent years, the landscape of tobacco use has drastically changed with changes in the availability, marketing and diversity of tobacco products.3 Over 33% of the US adult population that uses tobacco products includes cigarettes, e-cigarettes, hookah, cigars and other products.4 5 Researchers are working to understand how the use of multiple tobacco products impacts smoking cessation,5–8 nicotine addiction9 and future tobacco product use.10–13 Some studies examined transition rates of dual and poly tobacco use (three or more tobacco products) over time,14–21 and the factors associated with single, dual and poly tobacco use.22–24 People who use multiple tobacco products tend to have higher nicotine dependence and lower quit intentions than people who use single tobacco products.21 25 Additionally, as different tobacco products are associated with varying health risks,26 there may be differences in health outcomes associated with dual and poly use compared with single product use. There is evidence that people who use cigarettes plus additional tobacco products have a higher estimated mortality risk than people who only smoke cigarettes.27

Additionally, identifying sociodemographic disparities in the transition rates in and out of dual and poly tobacco use is important for public health intervention. Previous research has shown disparities in the use of certain tobacco products and their related health outcomes based on age, sex, race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status (SES).28–31 Studying transition rates between tobacco use states by sociodemographic factors can help identify disparities in patterns of use, which may be contributing to the underlying causal mechanisms behind the observed disparities in health outcomes.

Prior work with nationally representative cross-sectional surveys has analysed the prevalence of...
dual and poly tobacco product use over time.\textsuperscript{16,18,32,33} However, the cross-sectional nature of these studies does not permit the study of individual-level tobacco use patterns over time, which requires longitudinal data. The Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) study, a longitudinal study on tobacco use, was launched by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to inform FDA policies.\textsuperscript{34} Prior work has provided empirical estimates of transition probabilities between poly tobacco use states with the PATH data.\textsuperscript{35–38} But these studies have not taken full advantage of the longitudinal nature of the data by using Markov multistate transition modelling to develop an understanding of the underlying transition rates and differences in transition rates by sociodemographic characteristics. In recent years, the Markov multistate framework has been used in the tobacco control field to analyse transition rates between tobacco use categories in a representative US adult population, and to consider whether those rates differ by age, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income.

**METHODS**

**Study population**

The PATH study is a nationally representative longitudinal cohort study of tobacco use among the civilian, non-institutionalised US population aged 12 years and older.\textsuperscript{14} The first four waves of data were collected from 2013 to 2017 using a complex survey sample design. Young adults (aged 18–24 years), non-Hispanic (NH) black people and people who use tobacco were oversampled, and so survey weights adjust for oversampling and non-response.\textsuperscript{34} Each wave follows the population forward through time to assess changes in their tobacco use behaviours. Additional details on PATH methodology are available elsewhere.\textsuperscript{34}

For this paper, we studied adults (aged 18 years and over) who participated in all of the first four waves of PATH since only those participants have an all-wave longitudinal weight available (26 072 out of a total of 44 107 observations), using the public use files of PATH. In each wave, participants were asked detailed questions about their tobacco product use using Audio Computer-Assisted Self-Interviewing. We assigned each participant to single, dual or poly tobacco use states in each wave based on their current use of cigarettes, e-cigarettes (inclusive of electronic nicotine delivery systems), other combustible products (OC, ie, traditional cigars, filtered cigars, cigarillos, pipes, hookah) and smokeless tobacco (SLT). We considered 11 tobacco use categories: (1) never use; (2) non-current tobacco use; single product use of (3) cigarettes, (4) e-cigarettes, (5) OC or (6) SLT; dual product use of (7) cigarettes and e-cigarettes, (8) cigarettes and OC or (9) cigarettes and SLT; and poly tobacco use including (10) use of cigarettes and at least two other product groups or (11) dual/poly product use without cigarettes. Never use was defined as never having an established cigarette use pattern (used >100 cigarettes in their lifetime) and never having used any other tobacco products. Non-current use was defined as ever having an established cigarette use pattern or ever having used any other tobacco product every day or some days but reporting no current use of any tobacco products. Current use was defined as ever having an established cigarette use pattern and currently using cigarettes every day or some days for cigarettes, or use of any other tobacco product every day or some days for other products. The established use definition was applied only for cigarettes to allow us to capture patterns of experimentation with other products.

We also used information on age (18–24, 25–34, 35–54, 55–90 years), sex (male, female), race and ethnicity (NH white, NH black, Hispanic, NH other race; determined from PATH-defined variables of race (white only, black only or other (including multiracial, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander)) and ethnicity (Hispanic origin indicator)), educational attainment (less than high school (HS), high school or equivalent such as the General Education Development tests (HS/GED), some college or associate’s degree (some college), bachelor’s degree or higher; educational attainment was defined only for ages ≥25 years as younger individuals would likely still be in the education attainment process, and individuals aged <25 years were excluded when fitting models that included education) and total household income (<US$25 000, US$25 000–US$50 000, >US$50 000; consistent with prior work\textsuperscript{39} and approximate tertiles of the study population). We used PATH imputations of missing sex, race and ethnicity values when available. After removing missing data and participants who had only one tobacco state observation throughout the study, we analysed 24 336 participants with 92 500 total observations and 17 351 total transitions. Participant weights were multiplied by the ratio of the number of the final sample size divided by the total of their representative survey weights, which normalises the existing PATH weights to the smaller study sample size to account for excluding participants with only one tobacco state observation.

**Statistical analysis**

**Transition modelling**

As a descriptive analysis, we calculated empirical transition rates by weighting the observed number of transitions using the all-waves longitudinal weights. We then used a Markov multistate transition model to estimate the transition hazard rates between the 11 states. A Markov multistate transition model is a continuous-time, finite-state stochastic process that assumes the probability of transition depends only on the current use state and not the past trajectory of use.\textsuperscript{39} In the continuous-time model, participants are allowed to transition at any point in time, but we only observe each participant’s state at discrete times, that is, at every wave of data collection. The times of these individual transitions are not directly estimated; instead, we estimate which values of the instantaneous rate of transitioning from one state to another are most consistent with the actual, observed states. Additional details about the continuous-time multistate models are available elsewhere.\textsuperscript{39}

To estimate transition rates between the tobacco use categories, we used the weighted multistate model (wmsm) package in R,\textsuperscript{39} which was adapted from Markov multistate transition modelling R package, msm\textsuperscript{42} and is available at https://tcorss. umich.edu/Resources.php. The weighted multistate model incorporates sample weights and replicate weights, accounting for the complex survey design of the PATH study, to provide unbiased point estimates and variances.

Transition rates may differ by sociodemographic groups. To evaluate these potential differences, we determined the transition HRs by age group, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income level for each transition of interest by fitting univariable multistate transition models and estimating the HRs of each transition for each covariate subgroup. For each univariable multistate
transition model, we excluded subjects that were missing that variable.

Model reduction
Some unlikely transitions, chosen through discussions with the research team, were disallowed from our model a priori. We disallowed direct, instantaneous two-step transitions (eg, transitions from (1) never or former use to dual or poly tobacco use, (2) single product use to poly product use or (3) one single product to a different single product, without first transitioning through a dual use state). We allowed transitions from any category to former use, since any type of cessation, even directly from two or more products to none, was of particular interest to us. Model reduction improved the computational efficiency and stability of our estimates by eliminating the need to estimate negligible transitions, thereby reducing the number of required parameters in the model while still allowing transitions between any two states through unobserved intermediary states. The model still allows participants to make any transition within one wave but only by first transitioning through at least one other unobserved state; for example, transitioning from never use (observed) to single product use (unobserved) then dual product use (observed) over the course of one wave. We compared our reduced model with a full model allowing all transitions using a Schwarz Information Criterion and confirmed that we did not lose important information by reducing the model. The reduced model is provided in the online supplemental figure 1.

RESULTS
Sociodemographic characteristics of the study participants, along with the population-level percentage estimates, are provided in table 1.

Transition probabilities
We compared the one-wave transition probabilities between empirical observed estimates with the estimates from our weighted multistate transition model (figure 1). The modelled transition probabilities matched the observed probabilities well, with all modelled probabilities within 3 percentage points of the observed probabilities. When examining the modelled transition probabilities, exclusive cigarette and exclusive SLT use were persistent, with 76.8% (95% CI 75.9 to 77.7) and 77.2% (95% CI 74.5 to 79.9), respectively, of adults with these use patterns maintaining the same pattern after one wave. Other single-product use states were more transient, with <50% of adults maintaining the same use pattern after one wave (in descending order: 46.6% (95% CI 44.5 to 48.7) exclusive OC, 45.7% (95% CI 42.6 to 48.9) exclusive e-cigarette, 39.3% (95% CI 34.5 to 44.0) dual cigarette and SLT, 35.5% (95% CI 33.4 to 37.6) dual cigarette and OC, 32.3% (95% CI 30.1 to 34.5) poly use with cigarette, 29.7% (95% CI 27.7 to 31.8) dual cigarette and e-cigarette, and 29.1% (95% CI 26.0 to 32.1) dual or poly use without cigarettes. If adults who used a single product transitioned, it was most likely to non-current use, with 8.2% (95% CI 7.6 to 8.8) from exclusive cigarette use, 26.8% (95% CI 24.0 to 29.6) from exclusive e-cigarette use, 37.9% (95% CI 36.0 to 39.9) from exclusive OC use and 12.9% (95% CI 10.7 to 15.1) from exclusive SLT use after one wave. If adults who used at least one product in addition to cigarettes transitioned after one wave, it was most likely to sole cigarette use, with 46.2% (95% CI 43.9 to 48.5) of dual cigarette and e-cigarette use, 37.7% (95% CI 35.4 to 39.9) of dual cigarette and OC use, 25.9% (95% CI 22.3 to 29.4) of dual cigarette and SLT use and 21.0% (95% CI 19.3 to 22.7) of poly use with cigarettes transitioning. One-wave transitions from dual or poly use without cigarettes likely occurred to a sole non-cigarette product (10.0% to e-cigarettes, 16.4% to OC, 8.6% to SLT) or non-current use (19.2% (95% CI 16.7 to 21.6)). The 95% CI of all of the modelled transition probabilities are available in online supplemental table 1.

Covariate HRs
Figure 2 shows the modelled cumulative probability of transitioning within one wave by sociodemographic factors. To compare the groups, we estimated univariable HRs for each transition, which are provided with their 95% CIs in online supplemental figure 2 and online supplemental table 2. Older age was associated with less transient tobacco use behaviour in general, with lower hazards of transitioning from exclusive cigarette, e-cigarette or SLT use to dual, poly or non-current use than the youngest age group (18–24 years). Compared with participants aged 18–24 years, participants in older age groups had lower hazards of transitioning from exclusive cigarette use to dual cigarettes and e-cigarette use (HR age 55+ years: 0.45, 95% CI 0.33 to 0.62), and from exclusive e-cigarette use to dual or poly use without cigarettes (HR age 25–34 years: 0.28, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.59; HR age 35–54 years: 0.10, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.27; HR age 55+ years: 0.06, 95% CI 0.02 to 0.26). Age was also associated with the hazard of adding cigarette use to exclusive e-cigarette use, with adults aged 55 years and over having a lower hazard of transitioning from exclusive e-cigarette use to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use (HR age 55+ years: 0.53, 95% CI 0.31 to 0.91) when compared with the 18–24 years age group. All age groups had lower hazards of transitioning from

---

Table 1 Descriptive characteristics of study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24</td>
<td>5740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>4161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–54</td>
<td>6698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>4682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>3708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH black</td>
<td>3139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH other</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH white</td>
<td>12570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College or more</td>
<td>4126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS degree/GED</td>
<td>4158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than HS</td>
<td>2038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>5152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (US$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25000</td>
<td>8328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25000–50000</td>
<td>4447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50000+</td>
<td>6703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>4858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample size (N) is unweighted, but the percentage (%) is weighted using the PATH wave 4 all-waves longitudinal weights.

*Educational attainment is only defined for participants aged 25 years or over.

HS, high school; NH, non-Hispanic; PATH, Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health.


Original research
exclusive e-cigarette use to non-current use than the 18–24 years age group (HR age 25–34 years: 0.64, 95% CI 0.44 to 0.92; HR age 35–54 years: 0.46, 95% CI 0.33 to 0.65). All age groups also had lower hazards of transitioning from dual cigarette and e-cigarette use to exclusive cigarette use than the 18–24 years age group (HR age 25–34 years: 0.73, 95% CI 0.46 to 1.16; HR age 35–54 years: 0.38, 95% CI 0.25 to 0.57; HR age 55+ years: 0.50, 95% CI 0.34 to 0.75), although the difference between the 25–34 years age group and the 18–24 years age group was not statistically significant.

Compared with females, male participants had higher hazards of initiating exclusive cigarette or exclusive OC use from never use and initiating exclusive e-cigarette, OC or SLT use after a period of tobacco product cessation. However, they had lower hazards of initiating exclusive cigarette use after being in a non-current use state when compared with females (HR 0.64, 95% CI 0.53 to 0.77). Males had higher hazards of transitioning from exclusive cigarette use to dual cigarette and OC use (HR 1.69, 95% CI 1.43 to 2.01) or dual cigarette and SLT use (HR 6.47, 95% CI 2.80 to 14.96), but lower hazard of transitioning to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use (HR 0.82, 95% CI 0.70 to 0.96) than females. Males also had higher hazards of transitioning from dual cigarette and e-cigarette use to exclusive e-cigarette use (HR 1.69, 95% CI 1.30 to 2.18) or poly use with cigarettes (HR 1.93, 95% CI 1.30 to 2.86) than females.

Compared with NH white participants, Hispanic and NH black participants had a higher hazard of initiating exclusive cigarette use after never using tobacco products (HR Hispanic: 3.08, 95% CI 1.46 to 6.46; HR NH black: 3.72, 95% CI 1.96 to 7.04). Hispanic and NH black participants also had a higher hazard of transitioning from never use to non-current use than NH white participants, indicating higher rates of experimentation with tobacco products in between waves of the study (HR Hispanic: 1.72, 95% CI 1.26 to 2.35; HR NH black: 1.92, 95% CI 1.35 to 2.73). Hispanic and NH black participants generally had a higher hazard of transitioning from non-current use to exclusive cigarette, e-cigarette and OC use, and a lower hazard of transitioning from exclusive cigarette use to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use than NH white participants. Hispanic participants or NH other race had higher hazards of transitioning from exclusive cigarette use to non-current use than NH white participants (HR Hispanic: 1.73, 95% CI 1.39 to 2.16; HR NH other: 1.67, 95% CI 1.05 to 2.64), while there was no statistical difference between NH black and NH white participants for this transition. There were no associations between race/ethnicity and transitions from exclusive e-cigarette use to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use, but both Hispanic and NH black participants had higher rates of transition from exclusive e-cigarette use to non-current use than NH white participants (HR Hispanic: 2.79, 95% CI 1.86 to 4.18; HR NH black: 2.33, 95% CI 1.49 to 3.64). Compared with NH white participants, all other racial/ethnic groups had higher hazards of transitioning from exclusive OC use to dual or poly use without cigarettes, but there were no statistical differences in transitions from exclusive SLT use to dual or poly use without cigarettes. Hispanic participants had higher hazards of transitioning out of dual cigarette and e-cigarette use to either exclusive cigarette use (HR Hispanic: 1.36, 95% CI 1.08 to 1.70), exclusive cigarette use to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use (HR Hispanic: 1.57, 95% CI 1.00 to 2.44) or poly use with cigarettes (HR Hispanic: 2.35, 95% CI 1.09 to 5.08) than NH white participants. NH black participants had higher hazards of transitioning from dual cigarette and e-cigarette use to poly use with cigarettes than NH white participants (HR NH black: 2.07, 95% CI 1.08 to 3.97).

When compared with participants who had obtained a Bachelor’s degree or higher, having no HS diploma, a HS diploma or GED or some college was associated with higher hazards of exclusive cigarette initiation from never use (HR<HS: 8.94, 95% CI 2.20 to 36.30; HR HS/GED: 15.10, 95% CI 4.38 to 52.07) and non-current use (HR<HS: 2.33, 95% CI 1.52 to 3.56; HR HS/GED: 4.17, 95% CI 2.69 to 6.44; HR some college: 1.58, 95% CI 1.08 to 2.32), as well as lower hazards of exclusive cigarette cessation (HR<HS: 0.36, 95% CI 0.28 to 0.47; HR HS/ GED: 0.38, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.53; HR some college: 0.46, 95% CI 0.35 to 0.62). Not having a Bachelor’s degree or higher was also associated with higher hazards of exclusive e-cigarette initiation after a period of non-current use (HR<HS: 2.84, 95% CI 1.39 to 5.80; HR HS/GED: 4.20, 95% CI 1.75 to 10.07; HR some college: 4.45, 95% CI 2.41 to 8.23).

Having an income <$US50 000 was associated with higher hazards of both exclusive cigarette initiation from never use (HR <$US25 000: 4.87, 95% CI 1.90 to 12.49; HR $US25 000–$US50 000: 2.83, 95% CI 1.09 to 7.39) and exclusive cigarette initiation from non-current use (HR <$US25 000: 3.13, 95% CI 2.51 to 3.91; HR $US25 000–$US50 000: 1.77, 95% CI 1.31 to 2.38) when compared with any lower income. Incomes lower than <$US50 000 were not associated with exclusive e-cigarette use.

Figure 1 One wave transition probability between tobacco use states. (A) Observed transition probabilities adjusted for longitudinal survey weights, and (B) estimated transition probabilities from the multistate transition model. Polyuse+Cigs is any product combination of three or more products that includes cigarettes. Polyuse no Cigs is any product combination of two or more products that does not include cigarettes. Cigs, cigarettes; E-Cigs, e-cigarettes; OC, other combustibles; SLT, smokeless tobacco.
initiation from never use but were associated with initiation of exclusive e-cigarette use after a period of non-current use (HR <US$25 000: 2.17, 95% CI 1.35 to 3.48; HR US$25 000–US$50 000: 1.87, 95% CI 1.08 to 3.24) when compared with incomes >US$50 000. Participants with incomes <US$50 000 had a decreased hazard of cigarette cessation from exclusive cigarette use (HR <US$25 000: 0.62, 95% CI 0.50 to 0.77; HR US$25 000–US$50 000: 0.74, 95% CI 0.58 to 0.95) and were more likely to add additional tobacco products once they already used OC exclusively, with higher hazards of transitioning to either dual cigarette and OC use (HR <US$25 000: 3.59, 95% CI 2.51 to 5.12; HR US$25 000–US$50 000: 2.54, 95% CI 1.64 to 3.94) or dual or poly use without cigarettes (HR <US$25 000: 3.80, 95% CI 2.70 to 5.34; HR US$25 000–US$50 000: 2.56, 95% CI 1.61 to 3.96).

Figure 2 One wave transition probability between tobacco use states by sociodemographic factors. Polyuse+Cigs is any product combination of three or more products that includes cigarettes, Polyuse no Cigs is any product combination of two or more products that does not include cigarettes. Cigs, cigarettes; E-Cigs, e-cigarettes; OC, other combustibles; SLT, smokeless tobacco.
1.90, 95% CI 1.22 to 2.95). The lowest income group had the lowest rates of transitioning from dual cigarette and e-cigarette use to sole e-cigarette use (HR <US$25 000: 0.62, 95% CI 0.45 to 0.88).

DISCUSSION
In this analysis, we estimated underlying transition rates between single, dual and poly tobacco use with cigarettes, e-cigarettes, OC and SLT. We found that exclusive cigarette and exclusive SLT use were the most persistent patterns, while the other single-product use and dual and poly use patterns were much more transient. If adults who used tobacco products did transition between product use categories, single product use patterns were most likely to transition to non-current use, while adults with dual or poly use patterns who smoked cigarettes were most likely to quit the other products and exclusively use cigarettes. In addition, we compared transition rates by sociodemographic factors and found important differences by age, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income.

To contextualise our findings, it is important to keep the tobacco product risk continuum in mind, with non-combustible products (e-cigarettes, SLT) considered less harmful than combustible products (cigarettes, OC). For example, we found that tobacco product use was more transient among younger adults and more stable among older adults. If e-cigarettes are used as a harm reduction tool by adults who smoke cigarettes, older adults who smoke cigarettes may maintain a higher risk of cigarette-related diseases than younger adults since they are less likely to either pick up e-cigarettes or to transition to exclusive e-cigarette use from dual use of both cigarettes and e-cigarettes when compared with younger adults.

We found that men had higher rates of transition overall than women, specifically to initiating additional combustible product use from either never use or exclusive cigarette use. Men were less likely to transition from exclusive cigarette use to dual cigarette and e-cigarette use implying that men may be less likely than women to use e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation tool. Although men who used both cigarettes and e-cigarettes were more likely than women to transition to exclusive e-cigarette use, men were also more likely to move from cigarette and e-cigarette dual use into a poly use state. These transition patterns into dual or poly use with cigarettes may put men at increased risk of disease, as adults who use cigarettes with other products may smoke as many cigarettes per day as adults who smoke cigarettes exclusively. These results are in line with existing literature showing that men have higher rates of poly tobacco use than women in the USA and globally. We found that Hispanic and NH black adults were more likely than NH white adults to transition into more risky tobacco use states, potentially increasing their burden of disease. For example, Hispanic and NH black adults were more likely than NH white adults to initiate exclusive cigarette, e-cigarette or OC use from never or former use states. Consistent with prior literature, NH black and Hispanic adults who smoked cigarettes were less likely to quit or initiate e-cigarette use, implying that e-cigarettes have not been a useful smoking cessation tool in this population. Furthermore, NH black adults were more likely than NH white adults to transition into a poly use state from dual use with cigarettes and e-cigarettes which may increase their disease burden, since people who use multiple products do not decrease the amount of cigarettes they smoke per day.

Adults without a bachelor’s degree or higher and income levels <US$50 000 were more likely than adults with higher SES to initiate tobacco use and transition into more harmful product use states. Adults with these education and income levels were more likely to start smoking cigarettes (exclusively) and less likely to stop than adults with bachelor’s degrees or higher, or with incomes >US$50 000. Adults with an income <US$50 000 were more likely to move to potentially harmful dual and poly use states and less likely to move to use states that may have lower risk, which emphasises the need for public health interventions to acknowledge the use of multiple risky tobacco products among low-income populations, who are often specifically targeted by tobacco companies. These results correspond with literature showing this trend on a global scale.

This study has several limitations. The data we used came from 2013 to 2017 and therefore do not capture more recent changes in tobacco product use behaviours. However, the PATH data present detailed information on a nationally representative sample and using a four-wave sample allows us to analyse transition rates over a longer period of time than is available in other sources. We grouped all dual and poly use categories that did not include cigarette products due to sample size, which means we were unable to capture the transitions between dual and poly use states within those groups. Our analysis used baseline covariate information and therefore did not consider how participant’s covariate information may have changed over time, including unmeasured social-contextual factors. Another potential limitation is that we do not consider the long-term trajectory of product use for individuals, since the Markov model assumes the probability of transitioning from one state to another depends only on the current state. This limitation may be addressed in future work, or using data with longer trajectory information. Our paper focused on the US population. Patterns of tobacco use vary widely globally, and our results may not be generalisable to other countries. However, some of our results (namely the associations between gender, income and poly tobacco use) were consistent with results of analyses conducted on a global scale. Finally, although we used the all-waves survey weights provided by PATH as recommended when analysing longitudinal trends, using these weights resulted in dropping a sizeable proportion (40.9%) of people who did not complete all waves, which may have resulted in biased estimates if the population that was lost to follow-up in the study had different transitions between tobacco product use; however, the longitudinal weights provided by PATH incorporate weighting for attrition which should account for part of this potential bias, making them the most appropriate choice for the analysis.

Considering many categories of tobacco use had the potential to reduce our power to detect differences, since there may have been very small numbers of transitions between specific categories. We attempted to address this by collapsing low-prevalence categories, for example, collapsing the dual and poly use categories without cigarettes into one category. We also used model reduction techniques based on usual tobacco use patterns to disallow instantaneous two-step transitions, meaning that if someone transitioned between sole cigarette use and sole e-cigarette use, we expected that they first went through an unobserved transition into dual cigarette and e-cigarette use. In future work, we will consider multivariable models and interactions between variables.

In this paper, we estimated the probability of transitioning between tobacco use categories including single, dual and poly tobacco use states and considered whether transition rates differed by age, sex, race/ethnicity, education and income. Our study is the first to use a multistate modelling framework to assess the rates underlying transitions between single, dual
and poly tobacco use in nationally representative longitudinal data and one of the first to look at these transition probabilities by sociodemographic group. Understanding the rates of transition between different tobacco products and how they differ by sociodemographic factors can help inform future public health interventions for tobacco product cessation and harm reduction in the USA.
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